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Study the graphs on British and American 
system of education and answer the following 

questions
1. Compare the number of years, spent on secondary education in both 

countries.

2. At what age does schooling in both countries begin?

3. What is the American word for “primary education”?

4. How many compulsory exams do British pupils take?

5. What options do American pupils have after they finish their 
secondary education?



FUNCTIONAL LITERACY PEDAGOGY
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What is the purpose of the text?



Purposes:

To inform…

To advise…

To describe…

To persuade…
To explain…

To discuss…

To argue…



The legendary Eton College was founded
by Henry VI in the fifteenth century to
provide free education for poor pupils. But
today it is one of England’s largest
independent schools and one of the
highest in prestige. Members of the British
royal family are traditionally educated
here.

Eton is a full boarding school, which means
all students live and study at the school
during the school year. Eton is also one of
the four remaining boys’ schools.

At Eton, there are dozens of discussion
clubs known as ‘societies’. Students
come together to discuss different
topics there, for example, music, arts,
languages to stamp-collecting and
Scottish dancing.

All students have a uniform of a black 
tailcoat and a waistcoat, a white collar 
and dark trousers. All students wear a 
white tie. 

But the official colour of the college is 
‘Eton blue’. It’s a light blue-green colour. 
It is used to identify Eton sportsmen in 
rowing races and on the cricket field.

Eton



To inform.

To describe.

Answer:



Answer:

To inform the reader about the traditions of Eton college.

To describe  the main features of Eton.



VERB EXPLANATION



To inform

To advise

To describe

To persuade

To explain

To argue

the reader to apply to Eton.

about the traditions in Eton college.

how to apply to Eton.

the traditions of Eton.

the reader how to get to Eton.

that Eton is the best college in the UK.



To inform

To advise

To describe

To persuade

To explain

To argue

about the traditions in Eton college.

the reader how to get to Eton.

the traditions of Eton.

the reader to apply to Eton.

how to apply to Eton.

that Eton is the best college in the UK.

KEYS



To inform

To advise

To describe

To persuade

To explain

To argue

about the traditions in Eton college.

the reader how to get to Eton.

the traditions of Eton.

the reader to apply to Eton.

how to apply to Eton.

that Eton is the best college in the UK.



1) To inform the reader to visit the castle.  

2) To advise about Spanish traditions.

3) To explain how to cook tomato soup.

4) To describe the main landmarks of London.

5) To persuade to buy a car.
6) To argue to go to hospital.

Which sentences are incorrect?



To inform about smth

To advise the reader how to do smth

To describe smth

To persuade the reader to do smth

To explain how to do smth

To argue that…
To discuss (usually advantages and disadvantages) 

VOCABULARY



Do you remember the vocabulary?

Проинформировать о…
Посоветовать…
Дать описание …
Убедить читателя….
Объяснить ….
Доказывать, приводить довод…
Обсудить….



Explain / use / a microwave oven.

Make a sentence



Persuade / colleagues / volunteer / weekend. 

Make a sentence



Advise / children / choose / school club. 

Make a sentence



Describe / nature / Siberia. 

Make a sentence



1.  Remove outer packaging. Pierce film lid several 

times on both compartments.

2.  Place on a baking tray in the centre of a pre-

heated oven for 25-30 minutes.

3.  Stand for 1 minute. Stir before serving.

What is the purpose of the text?



Fancy a holiday with a difference? Come and experience a most
unusual holiday at Ghostly Manor. Nothing could be more exciting.
This sixteenth-century manor is teeming with the oldest and most
respected ghosts in the country. Come and see for yourself.
Open throughout the coldest months of the year, we offer special
weekend haunts for the more daring holiday maker. We doubt you’ll
find a holiday more spine-chilling at any time of year.
All bedrooms are fitted out to the highest standards, with creaking
doors, the creepiest looking portraits and custom-built cobwebs. All
designed so you’ll have the worst night’s sleep of your life!

What is the purpose of the text?

THE SPOOKIEST OF HOLIDAYS



Answer:

To persuade the reader to spend a holiday at Ghostly Manor.

To inform about what you can see at Ghostly Manor.

To describe the interior of Ghostly Manor.

To argue that it’s worth visiting Ghostly Manor.



Seasonal flu is a highly infectious respiratory
illness caused by a flu virus. It spreads rapidly
through the coughs and sneezes of infected people.

Seasonal flu immunisation, or the flu jab, is the
injection of a vaccine against flu. It gives good
protection from flu that lasts for one year.

What is the purpose of the text?



Many IELTS candidates panic when they see flowchart
questions, but these are not so difficult because the
passages may have a lower reading level than other IELTS
passages. That is: they do not have as many long sentences,
nor as much complex vocabulary.
Furthermore, flowchart questions are logical. The process
described has a beginning and an end, and certain
vocabulary alerts a reader to the different stages. Look for
'first of all', 'during', 'then', and 'finally'. There are also
nouns such as 'stage', 'part', or 'phase'.

What is the purpose of the text?



What is the purpose of the diagram?



What is the purpose of the poster?



What is the purpose of the poster?



Ask your partner:

1) What does the word “purpose” mean?

2) Which purposes must the students identify?

3) Which word is missing? 

“To advise the reader ____ to do the reading task.”

4) Which word is missing?

“To argue ____ cats are the best pets to keep at 

home.”
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1. Описание (художественное и техническое)
2. Повествование (рассказ, отчёт, репортаж)
3. Объяснение (объяснительное сочинение, определение, 

толкование, резюме, интерпретация)
4. Аргументация (комментарий, научное обоснование)
5. Инструкция (указание к выполнению работы, правила, уставы, 

законы)
6. Гипертекст  (набор текстов различного характера)

1. Сплошные тексты

1. Простые списки
2. Объединительные списки
3. Пересекающиеся списки
4. Гнёздообразные списки
5. Комбинированные списки

2. Несплошные тексты
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1. Формы (налоговые, визовые, анкеты и др.)
2. Информационные листы (расписания, прейскуранты, 

каталоги и др.)
3. Расписки (ваучеры, билеты, накладные, квитанции)
4. Сертификаты (ордеры, аттестаты, дипломы, контракты и др.)
5. Призывы и объявления (приглашения, повестки и др.)
6. Таблицы и графики
7. Диаграммы
8. Матрицы
9. Списки
10. Карты

3. Форматизированные виды несплошных текстов
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Home assignment  

mukoseevayub@mosmetod.ru
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Good luck!


